
Hitman Sniper

**About Hitman Sniper**

In Hitman Sniper, players play the role of a secret agent whose goal it is to solve numerous

missions and to prepare assassinations and wipe out targets.

In Hitman Sniper, you experience the everyday life of a secret agent. Make plans, prepare

spectacular assassinations, and complete secret missions. To eliminate important targets, you

have the choice between 17 first-class sniper rifles. Not only more than 150 different missions, but

also 11 exciting and ultra-secret contracts await you, where you have to prove your strategic

approach.

**Hitman Sniper - Features:** 

- Make plans: In Hitman Sniper, you step into the shoes of Agent 47, who has to complete

numerous missions and contracts. In order to complete these missions successfully, the right

strategic approach is crucial. Go to your luxurious home in Montenegro and make plans for how to

eliminate goals most effectively. That's the only way you can be sure that nothing goes wrong

during the assassination.

- Many missions and contracts: To keep the game exciting and varied, over 150 different missions

and 11 unique contracts await you. Your assignments and contracts involve both planning and

conducting assassinations as well as uncovering secrets and possible ambushes.

- Equip yourself: In order to eliminate targets as well as possible and to achieve very precise hits,

the choice of the right weapon is particularly important. Altogether you have 17 different weapons,

mostly sniper rifles available.

- Play against friends: Hitman Sniper can not only be played alone, but also against friends. If you

score higher than your friends, you'll have the opportunity to reach Hitman Sniper's leaderboard

and rise in your rank. 

- Zombie Survival Mode: Even though zombies may seem odd in an agent game, they still make

sense. The special zombie survival mode can be considered a special mission which helps you to

improve your accuracy and, above all, your attack speed. Wipe out as many zombies as possible,

react quickly and survive the fight.

Conclusion: Hitman Sniper is a varied agent game for smartphones and tablets, in which you have

to prove your skills as a sniper. Master numerous missions and contracts, wipe out famous and

important people, and reach the top of the leaderboard.


